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Introduction: 

 

Minimum qualifications for each discipline have been established by the California Community 

College Board of Governors, under regulations of the California Education Code, with the 

guidance of the state Academic Senate.  Since AB 1725 adopted in 1988, there have been eight 

editions of the minimum qualifications lists.  The latest edition is dated March 2010.  The list is 

reviewed by the state every 3 years. 

 

A college district can establish criteria that are more rigorous than the minimum 

qualifications established by the state, but CANNOT LOWER the standards.  Equivalence 

to a master’s degree in a discipline can be granted, but the qualifications being considered for 

equivalence must be EQUAL TO (not nearly equal) the state minimum qualifications. 

 

Districts have a degree of flexibility in how they organize courses within disciplines.  Local 

senates maintain responsibility for placing courses in disciplines per Title 5.  IVC may want to 

review the discipline lists to determine if restructuring would broaden the availability of 

qualified faculty.  Cross-listing courses may also be done, but articulation agreements must be 

considered in this process.  This may also impact “bumping rights.” 

 

As of 2003, the directive from the chancellor’s office indicated that equivalence to teach one 

course in the discipline cannot be granted.  An applicant must be qualified to teach all courses in 

the discipline in order to be granted equivalence.  There should be no difference between full and 

part time faculty in the criteria or process of granting equivalence and hiring.  The district policy 

for granting equivalence should be implemented in a fair, equal and consistent manner to ensure 

qualified faculty are hired and that accreditation and legal standards are met. 

 

There are differences in the minimum qualifications for different disciplines as follows:  

Disciplines requiring a master’s degree; Disciplines in which a master’s degree is not generally 

expected or available; and minimum qualifications for non-credit courses.  There are also other 

qualifications for various sub-categories of academic professionals.  A copy of the latest 

Minimum Qualifications listing can be obtained from the Human Resources office.  The current 

standards are also available for review on the Imperial Valley College website:   
 

Who Determines Equivalence?  The Academic Senate through the Equivalence Committee, 

then the approval of the Board of Trustees.  Discipline faculty experts become temporary 

members of the equivalence committee to help determine if applicant meets minimum 

qualifications or equivalence.  Human Resources personnel help educate and guide applicants to 

understand the equivalence application process.  HR also verifies transcripts are from accredited 

institutions, and the applications are complete.  Incomplete applications will be rejected. The 

burden of proof belongs to the applicant.  A supplemental questionnaire is required to be 

completed by applicants for equivalence, listing the coursework, publications or work products 

they believe represents equivalence for the discipline and must include supporting documentary 

evidence. 

 

 

 



The following guidelines must be followed in considering discipline equivalence: 

 

To ensure compliance with the California Education Code and maintain the academic integrity of 

the community college and their faculty, equivalence to the minimum qualifications for hire must 

be granted with careful consideration.  There are three ways of demonstrating equivalence: 1) 

coursework, 2) work experience, and 3) eminence in the field (a sub-set of experience.)  The 

State Academic Senate makes the following recommendations: 

 

Basic principles include: 

 Equivalence to the minimum qualifications means equal to the minimum qualifications, 

not nearly equal. 

 The applicant must provide evidence of attaining coursework or experience equal to the 

general education component of a regular associate or bachelor’s degree for a discipline 

not requiring a master’s degree. 

 The applicant must provide evidence of attaining the skills and knowledge provided by 

the specialized coursework required for a master’s degree for disciplines on the master’s 

list. 

 The guiding principle for granting equivalency is the applicant’s course content knowledge, 

not district personnel issues or the need for FTES. 

 Equivalence must be determined primarily by faculty, not administrators. 

 Equivalence processes for part-time faculty and “emergency hires” should be no different 

from equivalence for full-time faculty. 

 Local senates must ensure that their district and college policies and processes do NOT allow 

for single-course equivalences. 

 Equivalence decisions should be based on direct evidence of claims, such as transcripts, 

licenses, college catalogs, publications, work products, etc. 

 Teaching experience is NOT the same as course work in the Subject Area discipline.  

(pursuant to Title 5 Section 53404) 

 The Community College Teaching certificate issued by some CSUs does NOT meet 

minimum qualifications for a discipline. 

 An equivalence granted by one district is not transferable to another district. 

 The Minimum Qualifications for distance education faculty are the same as for traditional 

classroom faculty.  The district may establish additional qualifications for DE faculty in 

addition to the Minimum Qualifications for the discipline. 

 In order to be considered for equivalence in the discipline, an applicant with a master’s 

degree in another discipline must have a BA/BS in the discipline to be taught. 

 A Master’s degree in Education is not the equivalent of a master’s degree in the discipline 

and can only be considered if the applicant has a BA/BS in the discipline and a minimum 

number of graduate level coursework in the discipline. The number of units required should 

equal a master’s degree. 

 A “reasonably related” master’s degree can be considered if the courses are the same as 

required for the discipline to be taught and the applicant has a BA/BS in the discipline.  The 

“reasonably related” discipline had to provide the applicant with the specialized knowledge 

required to teach the discipline.  The local district and discipline faculty should create a list 

of “reasonably related” master’s degrees that are not already on the minimum qualifications 

list. 

 



 A K-12 teaching credential and teaching experience is not equal to a master’s degree in a 

discipline requiring a master’s degree and can only be considered to have fulfilled the general 

education requirements. An applicant with a K-12 teaching credential and a BA/BS degree in 

the discipline can be considered for equivalence if they have a minimum number of units of 

graduate level coursework in the discipline to be taught. 

 If considering professional work experience as a replacement for specialized knowledge of a 

discipline, clear documentary evidence must be established that an applicant has enough 

necessary educational preparation to be judged as knowledgeable as someone with the 

appropriate degree.  (Teaching experience is not considered “work experience” in 

determining whether or not a person has equivalence to a master’s degree in the 

discipline to be taught).  Letters of recommendation should not be considered evidence in 

this regard.  Evaluating experience depends on the candidate’s ability to provide objective, 

detailed information about what exactly he or she did. Some disciplines do allow a license or 

certification to be considered, i.e., CPA.  However, spending 10 years working as an engineer 

alone is not enough to qualify someone to teach math. 

 In considering Interdisciplinary degrees, the applicant must have a minimum number of units 

of graduate coursework in the discipline to be taught.  The minimum number of units 

required should be determined by discipline faculty. 

 California Community College lifetime credentials are accepted as meeting MQs. 

 Degrees from a foreign country can be considered, but should be evaluated by an 

organization that evaluates foreign credentials or an appropriate expert. Whether or not 

degrees are from an accredited institution should be first determined by Human Resources 

before application is sent to Equivalence Committee. 

 For disciplines not requiring a master’s degree, an AA/AS degree is a minimum requirement 

to fulfill the general education requirements. 

 There are many special situations.  For example:  Coaching is a discipline not requiring a 

master’s degree and permits an individual to coach but not to teach physical education 

courses for credit without also having a master’s degree.  A person with a JD or LLB could 

teach any course assigned the discipline of law, i.e., business law.  A person with an MD, 

DVM or DO would not be recognized as meeting MQs for the discipline of biology without 

the committee examining the pre-professional degree coursework for equivalence to the MQs 

for the biology discipline.  The Minimum Qualifications for instructors who teach non-credit 

courses are listed in Section 53412 of Title 5.  Many MQs for noncredit courses are the same 

as MQs for credit courses but there are important exceptions.  See page 67 of MQ 2010. 

 All degrees or coursework must be completed and documentation provided to the district 

prior to assignment of classes to any applicant. 

 The district can establish a faculty internship program.  Requirements and MQs that apply 

are found in Sections 53500 through 53502 of Title 5. 

 IVC has established that the Faculty Service Areas are the same as the Disciplines List of 

Minimum Qualifications but are used for two different purposes: one is for layoffs, and the 

other is for hiring. 

 Many districts recognize “eminence” as a basis for granting equivalence, but a clear 

definition of what qualifies as “eminence” in a discipline must be established by the local 

district and discipline faculty. Processes for determining “eminence” must be mindful that 

regardless of discipline or vocational area, the vital importance of general education 

preparation is that it can endow instruction of any subject with an essential cross-curricular 

breadth and depth. Using “eminence” as a means of granting equivalence should be rare and 

is most often applied in the case of artists, authors, winners of widely-recognized prestigious 



awards, performers, and athletes.  A key point is that the applicant can demonstrate through 

documentary evidence the skills and knowledge that prepare them to teach in their respective 

disciplines that would equal the knowledge obtained in gaining a master’s degree.  Letters of 

recommendation are not considered adequate for verifying knowledge.  The criteria used by a 

district to grant equivalence using “eminence” must be clear enough that it is applied equally 

to all applicants to avoid possible lawsuits. 

 Equivalence to minimum qualifications in the areas of Disabled Students Program, Health 

Services Professionals, Learning Assistance, Learning Coordinators, or Tutoring, Work 

Experience, and EOPS to be determined by faculty from those areas along with the 

Equivalence Committee and state regulating bodies such as the Board of Registered Nursing, 

Department of Health and Human Services, State Fire Marshal, etc. 

 If the discipline faculty does not supply additional criteria for an applicant to meet minimum 

qualifications, then by default the State Academic Senate Minimum Qualifications shall be 

followed. 

 

REFERENCE SOURCES: 

 

 Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community 

College (March 2010) 

 Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators in California Community 

College (February 2008) 

 Equivalence to the Minimum Qualifications: The Academic Senate for California 

Community Colleges (Adopted 1999, revised Spring 2006) 

 Qualifications for Faculty Service in the California Community Colleges: Minimum 

Qualifications, Placement of Courses within Disciplines, and Faculty Service Areas 

(Adopted Spring 2004) 

 

Copies of these documents can be found at www.academicsenate.cc.ca.us 

http://www.academicsenate.cc.ca.us/

